Steps for Construction:

Installation of the Stone Age Amerigo™ Tunnel kit should be used with the Amerigo™ Base Plate Extension kit or with a similar landing area in front of the Amerigo pizza oven, and should be installed after the dome and end panels of the oven have been installed.

1) Using Stone Age Multi-Purpose Ready-Mix, or comparable high-temperature mortar, parge original chimney opening to seal joint with plug. Note: check orientation of plug to ensure arch of plug aligns with arch of the oven dome (refer to Figure A).

2) Place mortar on hearth extension to attach tunnel to floor (refer to Figure B). Note that tunnel lip should fit inside door opening of Amerigo™ oven (refer to Figure C, mortar omitted to show detail of tunnel lip).

3) Cover back of tunnel with mortar and place tight against oven front wall of oven, with lip fitting inside oven door opening (refer to Figure D).

4) Mortar all joints exposed joints and parge interior joint of tunnel and Amerigo™ front wall. Add chimney sections as required to complete kit installation (refer to Figure E). You are now ready to apply finish material to kit.

5) IMPORTANT NOTE: Unit should not be fired for 28 days after completion, to allow full curing of mortar and to release moisture within the fireplace components. Break in or cure the fireplace by building 3 small fires before building a larger fire.

Stone Age recommends using our Multi-Purpose Ready-Mix for the assembly of all Stone Age products.